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Novelties from VAUEN
SPRING / SUMMER 2021
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Dear pipe lovers,
In our society, we often strive for something special.
The tagline is: set yourself apart from the “mainstream”!
Express yourself in your own unique manner and show
your own personal style.
Everyone is extraordinary, many people just don’t realise it...
In our spring/summer brochure 2021, you will find individualists
who go their own way, have their own personal taste, realise
their ideas or simply pursue their own personal hobbies.
And at VAUEN every pipe is unique and special. We are always
happy to develop new ideas and interesting models and to
realise these in our manufacturing.
You could even say that our personal hobby is to bring creative
pipe series to life, with the aim of inspiring our fellow pipe lovers
all over the world with one or more new models every year.
Browse through our world of individualists and dive into
the variety of new models from the 2021 VAUEN pipe season.
We hope you enjoy it!
With all our best wishes,

Martin Ramsauer
Managing Director

This abbreviation identifies pipes
with a particularly attractive grain
or an elaborate manufacturing.

My pipe of the year
A work of art
We owe the design of our new pipe of the year to a very talented young
pipe maker at our company, someone from whom we can expect more in
the future. This curved model with its asymmetrical character captivates
with its extraordinary lines, which require a particular degree of
finesse in our manufacturing. Such a sophisticated language of
form is usually only found in individually handmade pieces.
The floral-patterned, sterling silver ring blends elegantly into the
ergonomic shape of the pipe bowl. As a mark of quality, the crossed
sterling silver pipes are inlaid by hand into the mouthpiece as usual.

“The exciting thing about manual crafts is that with
each piece of art I create something new; something
that has never been seen before. Each design is a
unique piece which reflects my personality. That’s how
I see VAUEN’s exceptional new pipe of the year, which is
the equal of a true handmade piece.”

Take your time and discover our pipe of the year 2021 from all sides and
explore all the unique facets of its design. As always: exclusive, limited
and individually numbered.
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My Kira
Born to be wild

The name Kira means “ray of sunshine” in Sanskrit and that is exactly
what is reflected in the particularly high-contrast surface of this pipe. Due to
the deliberate choice of the two colours and the elaborate finishing process,
the light areas of the grain resemble vivid rays of sunlight.
The brushed bronze-silver ring is handcrafted from three individual components.
Completeness in perfection.

Art.-No. KI 130
sitter pipe

Art.-No. KI 115

Art.-No. KI 137

Art.-No. KI 106

Art.-No. KI 103

Art.-No. KI 161

“My temperament is part
of my identity. My style
reflects the way I live:
vibrant and colourful.
Like the new Kira with its
radiant appearance and
expressive surface.”

“My hairstyle is also an expression
of my personality, created with a lot
of dedication and handwork.
Like the sandblasted Kira with its
textured surface.”

My Kira
Exotic
By investing a lot of love and care,
we have given the sandblasted
Kira an extra dimension of depth
by making the raised tips stand
out brighter through an additional
manual processing step.
Here, too, the smooth patches
reveal a play of colours from
vivid rays of sunlight. The bronze-silver combination in the ring
looks particularly elegant set
against the dark sandblasting.

Art.-No. KI 503

Art.-No. KI 506

The Kira, a pipe in two design
versions for individualists who
love the exotic.

Art.-No. KI 515

Art.-No. KI 530
sitter pipe

Art.-No. KI 537

Art.-No. KI 561

“Irrevocable decisions,
like a tattoo, stand in
stark contrast to our
fast-paced and changeable world today.
I have chosen my tattoos
consciously and with
conviction: they tell my
very personal story.
As does the Quentin,
whose attractive ring
reminds me of a simplified Maori tattoo.
The Quentin, it’s a
model with character.”

My Quentin
Engraving by hand

The Quentin also tells its own personal story.
The individually engraved ring with its endless diagonal lines radiates
harmony and extravagance. Like a piece of jewellery, it nestles
against the appealing, warm, silky brown colouring.
The Quentin makes you strive for more.
Maybe your next ‘ irrevocable’ decision?

Art.-No. 8227

Art.-No. 8253
Art.-No. 8242

Art.-No. 8279
sitter pipe
Art.-No. 8261
Art.-No. 8286

A dream in white
Spuma maris translated from Latin means “meerschaum”, which
inspired us to come up with the melodious name of our new white
dot series Maris with its meerschaum insert. Its harmonious overall
composition radiates pure harmony. The natural white underlines
the deep colour brilliance of the glossy surface and brings out shine
of the reddish-brown bowl.
The polished silver ring creates a consistent transition to the
white mouthpiece. In addition, the fine-pored material of the
meerschaum ensures good moisture absorption, which in turn
makes for a pleasant, dry and cool smoking experience.
Let our white goddess enchant you and immerse yourself
in a new world of pleasure.

< Art.-No. 715

< Art.-No. 740

“I love diving. It’s like flying,
just underwater. The sea, with its
schools of fish and corals, is a
wonderful world all its own. Just like
the Maris – a pipe that surprises you
and makes you dream.”

< Art.-No. 742

“I like to tastefully match
different materials, patterns
and colours while creating my
own unique look. Like the
new Louis, which confidently
sets a new tone with its
smoked oak ring.”

My Louis

That certain look

The smoked oak ring is the focal point of our new Louis model. The special
refining process of smoking gives the oak great depth, as it brings out the
structure particularly beautifully.
This traditional craft of smoking oak from local forests has a rich history of
over 100 years. The ring on the Louis is made from two different types of wood:
maple and oak. The individual wooden rings are handcrafted and joined
together to form a harmonious trio.
For design-savvy lovers of fine materials, the Louis is the
perfect companion for an enjoyable moment.

° Art.-No. 1709

° Art.-No. 1727

° Art.-No. 1730
sitter pipe

° Art.-No. 1737

° Art.-No. 1741

° Art.-No. 1781

my tiny
Minimalist, practical and compact
The Tiny is designed as a practical sitter pipe and fits perfectly in any
jacket or trouser pocket. Thanks to its down-to-earth style, it turns out
to be a practical companion for when you’re out and about.
Big smoking pleasure, and not only in small rooms.
In six attractive colours, there’s something for every taste.
. Art.-No. TINY 1

. Art.-No. TINY 2

. Art.-No. TINY 3

. Art.-No. TINY 4
sandblasted

. Art.-No. TINY 5

. Art.-No. TINY 6

“I design Tiny Houses because I love
intelligent and forward-thinking home
design. A Tiny House challenges you to
think about your needs, what you own
and also your well-being. To concentrate
on the essentials without having to do
without anything important. Just like the
new Tiny. Smoking pleasure in miniature, but with a full flavour every time.”

TRADITION Nº 1
“I value classic products that are durable. I value genuine craftsmanship
and I love timeless classics. I appreciate products that are made in Germany
and use high-quality materials. VAUEN TRADITION N°1 is an excellent,
natural tobacco in a stylish tin. Timeless, in its flavour and design.”

In line with our premium quality level in
the pipe segment, the TRADITION, we now
offer an exclusive, limited-edition tobacco blend.
The design of the elegant presentation box features
stylistic elements from our over 170-year tradition in a contemporary design.
The blend combines two original tobaccos in their purest form: Burley and
Virginia. Different cut widths, two types of cube cuts, red Virginia ready-rubbed as
well as Golden Virginia ensure a pleasant and even burn. This sophisticated and
very natural blend offers connoisseurs and gourmets a refined and genuine taste.

Photographer: Siggi Wiest | Model: Bill Hicks | Outfit: Blaumann Jeans

100g
limited
edition

Our TRADITION individual pieces are a true rarity. During quality control of all
our raw bowls, the very best pieces are sorted out and refined into a TRADITION.
Only one in 1,000 raw bowls has such a flawless surface and exceptional grain
that it is suitable for a TRADITION.

A very special decorative piece for any pipe lover looking for a piece
that is both personal and unique. The pipes shown are only examples.
The available models vary.
Our exclusive TRADITION models are available
in a set with a hand-turned pipe tamper in the
TRADITION style. Pleasant to hold, this pipe tamper,
reminiscent of a seal stamp, is equipped, like the
pipe model, with a slightly raised ring of sterling
silver, a hand-cast silver emblem and a silvercoloured tamper plate.

The TRADITON comes in an elegant gift box.
A certificate is enclosed as a mark of quality,
sealed with a genuine VAUEN wax stamp
from years gone by.
Turn your pleasure into a tradition.
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VAUEN Vereinigte Pfeifenfabriken
Nürnberg GmbH
Landgrabenstr. 12
90443 Nuremberg
Fon +49 911 424368-0
Fax +49 911 424368-68
info@vauen.de
www.vauen.com

